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Abstract— In this paper, we study a use of Visible Light
Communication (VLC) technology for a platoon of autonomous
vehicles. We present a low-cost, low-latency and simple outdoor
VLC prototype, which can be installed as a vehicular tail-
lighting system. The architecture of our VLC system is intro-
duced, followed by performance evaluation with an especial
attention on the VLC link resilience to ambient noise and
communication range. Through the experiments, we observe
that a use of proper optical filter stage at the receiver side,
together with narrowing the transmitter Field-of-view (FOV),
result in an extended communication range and make the
VLC system more resilient to the ambient noises. Experimental
results show that the system can provide 30 meters of inter-
vehicle communication with 36 ms of latency, yet on sunny day
conditions. The benefit of using the VLC system for platooning
control is showed using a Simulink system that integrates
our VLC platform for inter-communications to simulates the
performance of autonomous vehicles platoon.
Keywords: VLC, Platoon, ITS, Road safety applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Road safety applications of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) require high communication reliability and
low latency. Although the IEEE802.11p technology [1] is
standardized to facilitate the V2X communication for such
applications, a large number of studies reported that this
technology still experiences some drawbacks, such as the
channel congestion and the increased delay in highly dense
vehicular traffic scenarios [2]. In recent years, Visible Light
Communication (VLC) is emerging as a secure and cost-
effective technology for data transmission with a broad range
of potential applications. In this work, we focus on testing the
use of VLC as an integral supportive technology for ITS road
safety applications, such as platooning. In this application, a
specific number of vehicles form a group and travel together
at high speed with relatively small inter-vehicle distances.

Indeed, one of the most efficient ways to increase road
capacity and improve safety in highly dense vehicular traffic
scenarios; is by driving vehicles in platoons with constant
inter-vehicle spaces [3]. According to [4] and [5], road
capacity can be increased dramatically by the use of tightly
spaced platoon formation as expressed by the following
formula:

C = v
n

nl +(n−1)D+d
, (1)

where d represents the inter-platoon distance, D the intra-
platoon distance, l the vehicle length, v the steady-state
speed, and n the number of vehicles in each platoon.

As the constant spacing model suggest, relatively high
dense vehicular scenarios can be managed efficiently using
platoon formations. Although using radio technology for
intra-platoon communication have been previously studied
[6],[7], the improvement of the traffic capacity can on the
other hand dramatically increase channel congestion and de-
lay of the radio channel. Maintaining safety requirements for
road applications with the presence of this trade-off between
road capacity and channel congestion was the main moti-
vation behind suggesting VLC as Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
supportive communication link between platoon members.
The use of vehicular tail-lighting to exchange information
between platoon members as depicted in Fig.1, can play a
key role in reducing the channel congestion.
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Fig. 1. VLC used for intra-platoon communications.

VLC technology showing significant progress in last
decades by taking advantage of several accumulated knowl-
edge and resources such as infrared [8] and the recent
advances on high power Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs).
Nowadays, LED takes place in every modern lighting system
including vehicular lighting and signaling systems [9], the
low cost and high switching speed expected to provide an
opportunistic deployment of VLC in the short run.

Also, coast-efficiency and security are few of many other
interesting proprieties make VLC more suitable candidate
to be deployed as supportive communication technology
for the proposed application in this work. While many
existing efforts have investigated how VLC can be applied to
vehicular applications, very few studies have analyzed and
demonstrated the technology in real world conditions [10].

In this paper, we extend our previous study [12] for the two
key elements necessary to recognize VLC technology in ITS
applications: (i) the feasibility of VLC for outdoor conditions
and under constraints posed mainly by the ambient noise and
day light conditions, (ii) the capability of this technology to



satisfy the vehicular platooning application safety require-
ments. This work makes the following contributions:

• We develop a VLC prototype by taking into account
of the followings. 1) Using precise optical filtering
techniques at the receiver end, allowing us to increase
the prototype robustness against ambient noise. 2) Using
off-the-shelf components in our implementation, with
the observance of the standard feasible form factor of
the vehicular lighting system.

• We evaluate the performance of the VLC prototype
under daylight conditions and for Line-of-sight (LOS)
scenario.

• The performance of platooning control, which uses
our VLC platform for inter-vehicle communication is
evaluated using a Simulink model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II identify the requirements for the platoon as hard-
safety application. Section III introduces our VLC system
architecture with the details of the prototype transmitter and
receiver. In section IV, we report the experimental setup,
together with the experimental results. Finally, simulation
evaluation of VLC-based platoon using Simulink model is
presented in V. Conclusion and future work are given in
Section VI.

II. PLATOONING APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

The standardized vehicular communications technology
specifies the vehicle safety services and their performance re-
quirements based on two primary metrics. i) Packet-Delivery-
Ratio (PDR), which indicate the ratio between the number
of the successfully received packets and the number of
transmitted packets. ii) Latency, the time needed of a packet
to reach its destination.

TABLE I
SAFETY APPLICATIONS MAXIMUM LATENCY

Message Type Use cases Latency
State Monitor road condition 100 to 1000 ms
Control Cooperative driving 100 ms
Infotainment news, media second level
Warning lane-change, over-taking, collision 10 to100 ms

According to the US department of transportation, 8 out of
75 ITS services were recognized as a hard safety with respect
to the safety applications requirements [13]. As detailed in
TABLE.I, the highest priority safety services such as crash
avoidance and lane change warning target 100% PDR level
and latency of 10 to 100 ms at the utmost. In our study, we
consider these hard safety requirements for the VLC-based
inter-vehicle communication for platoons.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF VLC PLATFORM

The implementation of VLC platform proposes to exploit
the vehicular tail-lights system and reduce both cost and
installation complexity. In order to realize the VLC double
functionality of both data transmission and vehicular lighting,
the transmitter wavelength chosen to be in red color visible
spectrum range (635 nm) and an emission power of 3 Watt

for each of the 6 LED array, representing the vehicle tail-
lights. As for the receiver end, the main components are the
silicon Photo-Diode (PD) with a switchable gain detector
PDA100A, and the optical band-pass filter with an operation
band match the LED emission wavelength. Fig.2 shows
the VLC overall transmitter and receiver block diagrams.
As illustrated in the figure, in adding to the VLC ends,
the transmitter and receiver architectures consist RTMaps
platforms and Arduino micro-controllers. RTMAps is used
to prepare specific packet format and connect the transmitter
and receiver component with the micro-controller.
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Fig. 2. The transmitter and receiver diagrams of the VLC platform.

For processing simplicity, a low-cost Mini-pro Arduino
boards based on ATmega328P micro-controller has been
used at both transmitter and receiver ends to perform mod-
ulation/demodulation, line coding, signal processing and
interfacing the vehicles controller area network (CAN-BUS).

A. VLC Transmitter

The transmitter unit is composed of three main com-
ponents, LEDs with mounted focusing lenses on the top
of each, driving circuit and Arduino micro-controller as
depicted in Fig.4(a). In this implementation, 6 high-power
(3Watt) LEDs illuminate 635 nm red-light data beam in
which calibrated to represent the vehicle tail-light intensity.

The vehicle CAN-BUS data are packed into a specific
packet format, where RTMaps [14] extracts the vehicle status
(speed, acceleration and steering angle) accompanied with
timestamp and packet counter, then generating a particular
packet format as shown in Fig.3. These data are then adapt
Manchester line coding in the micro-controller before mod-
ulating the LED array.
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Fig. 3. Packet format for intra-platoon communication.

Manchester coding (also known as phase encoding) was
used here based on the fact that the energy component of the
encoded signal is not dependent on the data itself. Also, each
transmitted bit in this context contains the same amount of
energy and results in a constant intensity over transmission,



either we send 0’s or 1’s, which ensure that human eye
will never observe any light intensity fluctuation during data
transmission.

The transmitter LED’s array is then driven by the coded
data using high-speed MOSEFET switching circuit, which
applies the On-Off-Keying (OOK) intensity modulation.

B. VLC Receiver

The receiver unit depicted in Fig.4(b & c) composed of
four main components: an optical filter, photodiode, tans-
impedance amplifier and decision circuit. The optical filter
was chosen specifically to operate in a narrow bandwidth
(635nm +/- 1nm) in order to provide immunity against any
ambient noise source outside this filter range, and at the same
time match the transmitter LED emission wavelength.

LED Array PD decision circuit PD + mounted filter

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. VLC transmitter and receiver ends.

The used decision circuit LT1715 has signal threshold
voltage comparator with a reference voltage 2.1 V. This stage
represents the receiver sensitivity, where the comparison
reference value has been obtained empirically based on the
impact of the ambient noise levels for many different scenar-
ios and different receiver/transmitter positioning. Here, we
adopt the simple Intensity Direct Detection (IDD) method.

C. Channel model

VLC channel characteristics are defined mainly by the
LED lambertian emission pattern and both transmitter and
receiver physical characteristics [8], where the path-loss can
be presented as:

Ploss =

{
(m+1)Aph

2πdn cosm(ϕ)(ψ)cos(ψ) , 0 < ψ < ψc
0 elsewhere

. (2)

For VLC path-loss theoretical model, the path-loss ex-
ponent n is equal to 2, where d is the separation distance
between transmitter and receiver, ψc is the PD field of view
(FOV) representing the maximum incidence angle. Aph is
the physical area of the PD and m =− ln2

ln(cosφ̂)
is lampertian

emission order, which is a key parameter specifying the
directivity of the transmitter. The LED half-power angle φ̂

has a remarkable influence on the coverage range and pattern
shape of the lambertian light source. By choosing narrower
φ̂ , we can directly increase the communication range range.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

In our previous work [12], [15], we have investigated the
theoretical VLC channel model and evaluated its feasibility
for platoon application on simulation basis, the two studies
addressed the technology limitations and proposed a solution
to enhance the FOV for sharp curvature scenarios. In this
work, we step forward and compare the existing model with
empirical results obtained experimentally from our developed
platform.

A. Experimental setup

Figure 5 shows the outdoor VLC experimental setup, this
setup was dedicated to studying the range and the commu-
nication link quality in outdoor environment and for a direct
LOS, where more sophisticated scenarios such as maneuvers
and Lane-change are intended to be our ongoing work. All
tests were performed in a sunny daytime of December the
12th between 12:00 and 14:00, Paris time. Multiple iterations
of data recording were performed at the receiver end, in
which we record data for each +500 cm increment in d,
starting from d = 1 meter.

RX	d	
TX	

Date:	7/12/2015
Time:	12:00	-	15:00
Loca4on:	Paris	-	Rocquencourt	-	Inria Fig. 5. Experimental setup

An independent power source supplied the transmitter
module with constant 24 voltage and 700 mA in order to
bias the LED array. Receiver module was also supplied
by an independent power source in order to enable the
trans-impedance amplifier. Arduino micro-controllers at both
transmitter and receiver ends were powered by the 5 Volt
USB connection and the height were fixed to 85 cm from the
ground level. More parameters regarding the experimental
setup are given in TABLE II.

B. Experimental results

In our LOS scenario, the distance between transmitter
and receiver ends is much greater than optical detector size
Aph. Moreover, the terms cosm(ϕ) and cos(θ) can set to
equal 1 by maintaining aligned direct distance between both
transmitter and receiver, where θ = ϕ = 0 . It thus follows
that one can simplify the path-loss expression in (2) and write
the received power with respect to the transmission power
as:

PR = PLossPT =
(m+1)Aph

2πdn PT . (3)



TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Transmission data Rate 9.5 kbps
Transmission baud Rate 19 kbps
Link range 30 meter
LED color Red
LED wavelength 635 nm
Modulation type OOK
Line coding Manchester
LED power dissipation 3 Watt
Number of LED array 6
LED lens viewing angle 5◦

PD active area 100 mm2

Transmitter & Receiver height 85 cm
Receiver sensitivity 2.1 V
Gain levels 30, 40, 50 dB
Mean Temperature 13◦C
Wind Speed 11km/hour
Visibility 12.0 kilometers
Sea Level Pressure 1025.11 hPa
Average Humidity 90

Based on the fact that all the influencing parameters except
the direct distance between transmitter and receiver were
fixed. One can encapsulate the constant parameters over the
experiment steps (m+1)Aph

2π
PT in the term A0, where a linear

least-square relationship of the received power is expected
over the variation in d as the following:

PR =
A0

dn . (4)

To estimate the values of the two unknowns A0 and n,
we applied a regression process to the acquired received
power as shown in Fig.6. The results indicate that there is
perfect agreement between the theoretical lambertian path-
loss model expressed by (2) and the empirical measurements,
where the estimated path-loss exponent n ≈ 2.
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Fig. 6. Empirical estimation of the VLC link Path-loss exponent, A50dB =
432.0479, n50dB = 1.996, A40dB = 139.4479, n40dB = 1.99.

Acquired data for link range shorter than 3 meters has
shown unstable behavior at the receiver end due to the current
saturation in the PD. We found out that, to overcome this
problem, the applied gain, and the decision circuit threshold
level should be dynamically adjusted in relevance to the inter-
vehicle distance d. Based on our findings, and for the exact

experiment conditions, we suggest using gain levels of 10-
20 dB for ranges less than 3 meter and higher levels for the
longer communication ranges.

Figure 7 shows the packet delivery ratio (PDR) results with
respect to the inter-vehicle distance d., while receiver gain
was set to 40 dB. The results show that 100 % of PDR is
achievable for up to 30 meters inter-vehicle distance, which
is realistic covering range for platooning application.
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Fig. 7. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of the VLC platform for 40 dB gain.

The link end-to-end delay performance is shown in Fig.
8, the acquired results show that the system can deliver
the packets without exceeding 36 ms of delay time, which
perfectly satisfies the requirements of the many hard safety
applications, including the platoon.
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Fig. 8. The end-to-End delay performance of the VLC platform for 40 dB
gain.

Figure 9 represents the throughput performance of the
same platform. Here, throughput is the number of success-
fully received useful information bits during one second,
excluding the headers, training bits, and the preambles.

One may think that the obtained throughput of 3.8 Kbps is
very low, especially if compared to e.g., 6 Mbps of the IEEE
802.11p technology. However, it should be noted that there
is no direct comparison in this context, the radio channel
of the IEEE 802.11p is shared medium over approximately
1 km of geographical area, which may introduce hundreds
of vehicles sharing the same channel. On the other hand,
our proposed VLC channel for platoon is hardly shared by
two transmitting vehicles, due to the strict LOS and FOV
requirements.
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Fig. 9. The throughput performance of the VLC platform for 40 dB gain.

Moreover, our system throughput can be further improved,
since the main bottleneck of the current system is due to
the processing speed, platform implementation, and decision
circuit, but not the physical VLC channel itself.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF VLC-BASED
PLATOON

Platooning control is traditionally based on perception
techniques that use vehicle embedded sensors, such as radars.
More specifically, they usually use sensors to measure the
distance between vehicles and apply, e.g., a classical propor-
tional integral controller to control the velocity v f (t) with
respect to time t of the follower vehicle. For a measured
inter-distance d(t) at a time t, the velocity of the follower
vehicle is given by:

v f (t) = Kp · e(t)+Ki ·
∫ t

0
e(τ)dτ, (5)

where Kp and Ki are respectively the proportional and the
integral gains, the error e(t) is

e(t) = dre f −d(t). (6)

These types of perception-based platooning control, how-
ever, suffer from the chain instability problem. The problem
can be reduced or even eliminated if vehicles in the platoon
can exchange information with the platoon leader. For this
reason, a large number of efforts have been made on Cooper-
ative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC). For example, in the
platooning controller designed in [16], the platoon members
receive information from the vehicle in front as well as from
the platoon leader.

The main advantage of this platooning control is that
the system can be proven to be stable under a constant
spacing policy. As illustrated by (7) (the parameters of
are described in Table III), in order to ensure both the
leader-follower and the predecessor-follower string stabili-
ties, vehicles must compute their desired acceleration ẍdes
in parallel and in real time. To do so, each vehicle must
receive the acceleration from their immediate predecessor
ẍi−1, and the leader vehicle’s speed Vl , where platoon leader
acceleration ẍl must be available to all platoon members
[17]. Apparently, the VLC technology can be used for the
former type of information exchange, i.e., bumper-to-bumper

communication. On the other hand, for the latter type of
information exchange, i.e., communication from the leader
to the platoon members, multi-hop data delivery based on
VLC is maybe an approach, but it is probably more logic to
consider the radio communication technology.

TABLE III
TERMS DESCRIPTION OF CONSTANT SPACING PLATOON CONTROL

MODEL

Symbol Description
ẍdes ith vehicle desired acceleration
ẍi−1 Acceleration of the vehicle preceding the ith vehicle
ẍl Platoon leader acceleration
Vi ith vehicle velocity
Vl Platoon leader velocity
C1 Control gain ( values 0 <C1 < 1)
ωn Controller bandwidth
εi Spacing error between Vehicles
ξ Damping ratio (typically equal to 1 for critical damping)

ẍdes = (1−C1)ẍi−1 +C1ẍl

− (2ξ −C1(ξ +
√

ξ 2 −1))ωnε̇i

− (ξ +
√

ξ 2 −1)ωnC1(Vi −Vl)−ω
2

nεi.

(7)

In a simpler model, the individual platoon members can
require information only from their preceding vehicles, i.e.,
bumper-to-bumper communication. This type of platooning
control shows inferior stability performance compared to
that presented in [16]. Nevertheless, the performance should
be much better compared to the classical perception-based
(which uses only the vehicle local sensors) technology.
Since the scope of this paper is VLC, which perfectly fits
to bumper-to-bumper communication, we apply our VLC
platform to this type of platooning control (requires only
bumper-to-bumper communication) and evaluate its perfor-
mance.

Assuming that a platoon consists of homogeneous au-
tonomous vehicles, we evaluate the performance of pla-
tooning control, where individual vehicles use the reference
speed of their preceding vehicles. In the evaluations, the
Inria’s autonomous vehicles, Cycab [18], are modeled in the
Simulink, to which our VLC platform is connected by a
serial port to realize the bumper-to-bumper communication
(see Fig.10).

Cycab0	 VLC	 Cycab1	 VLC	 Cycab2	

V1	V0	

Fig. 10. Simulink Model for 3 Cycabs forming VLC-based platoon

The performance of the VLC-based platoon is compared
to that of perception-based platoon, which does not use
communication. The results of the perception-based and
VLC-based platoons are depicted in Figs. 11 and 12, respec-
tively, which plot the velocities of the individual vehicles
with respect to the simulation time. As Fig. 11 shows, in
the perception-based platoon, each follower vehicle needs



approximately 1 second to adjust its speed to that of the
preceding vehicle. In contrast, Fig. 12 shows that when our
VLC system is used to allow inter-vehicle communication,
the time necessary to adjust the velocity is only 35 ms,
clearly indicating the benefits of using the VLC system for
intra-platoon communication.

Fig. 11. Performance of the perception-based platoon.

End-To-End Delay 35ms 

Fig. 12. Performance of the VLC-based platoon.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Visible light communications have been lately considered
as a supportive candidate for vehicular communications,
especially in high dense traffic scenarios. However, very few
effort have been made to study and address the technol-
ogy for specific ITS applications considering the real-world
conditions. In this work, we tried to fill the missing gap.
We presented the system architecture, implementation, and
the evaluation of a practical outdoor VLC platform for au-
tonomous platoons. We performed several tests that intended
to measure the performances of the received optical power,
packets delivery ratio, link throughput and the end-to-end
delay. The measured VLC path-loss characteristics showed a
substantial agreement with the theoretical model. The plat-
form operated with an excellent end-to-end communication
performances regarding the platoon safety requirements of
both PDR and delay. We also evaluated the impact of the
actual VLC system on the platoon performance using a
Cycab Simulink model and compared the results to those of

perception-based platooning control. In our ongoing work,
and after integrating the platform with an actual Cycab,
we aim to improve the system bit rate and re-perform the
experiment under the presence of more challenging weather
conditions; such as fog, rain, and snow. A sufficient handover
algorithm between VLC and radio communication and/or
laser sensing systems is intended to be implemented on a
future work basis.
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